
BASIC STATISTICS



Definitions and Measurement 
ScalesScales



Levels of Measurement
The level of measurement determines which statistical 
calculations are meaningful.  The four levels of 
measurementare:
nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio.

Nominal

Levels                 
of      

Measurement

Nominal

Ordinal

Interval

Ratio

Lowest 
to 

highest



Nominal Level of Measurement

Data at the nominal level of measurement are 
qualitative only.

Levels                 

Nominal

Names, labels, or qualities.  Levels                 
of      

Measurement

Names, labels, or qualities.  
No mathematical 
computations can be made at 
this level.

District of 
origin

Sriangar, 
Bramulla etc

Names of 
students in your 

class

License 
number, 

Registration 
Number



Ordinal Level of Measurement
Data at the ordinal level of measurement are qualitative 
or quantitative.

Levels                 
of      

Arranged in order, but 

Ordinalof      
Measurement Arranged in order, but 

differences between data 
entries are not meaningful.

Socio Economic 
Status
Professional 
ranks

Numbers on the 
back of each 
player’s shirt

Professor = 3
Assoc Prof = 2
Assist Prof = 1 



Interval Level of Measurement
Data at the interval level of measurement are 
quantitative.  A zero entry simply represents a position on 
a scale; the entry is not an inherent zero.

Levels                 
of      

Interval
of      

Measurement
Arranged in order, the differences 
between data entries can be 
calculated.
The difference in temperature between 20 degrees F and 25 degrees F is 
the same as the difference between 70 degrees F and 75 degrees F. 

Temperatures Likert scale: 

Interval



Ratio Level of Measurement
Data at the ratio level of measurement are similar to the 
interval level, but a zero entry is meaningful. Measurements 
of heights of students in this class (Zero means complete lack of 
height).

Levels                 
of      

A ratio of two data values can be 
formed so one data value can be 
expressed as a ratio.

of      
Measurement expressed as a ratio.

Ages Grade point 
averages

Ratio

Weights



Summary of Levels of Measurement

NoNoNoYesNominal

Determine if one 
data value is a 

multiple of another

Subtract data 
values

Arrange 
data in 
order

Put data in 
categories

Level of 
measurement

NoNoNoYesNominal

NoNoYesYesOrdinal

NoYesYesYesInterval

YesYesYesYesRatio



Permissible statistics for different scales 
of measurement

SCALE PERMISSBLE STATISTICS
DESCREIPTIVE INFERENTAL

Nominal Percentage ,   Mode Chi-square, Binomial test

Ordinal Percentile, Median Rank-order correlation, 
Friedman ANOVA( Non 

Ordinal
Friedman ANOVA( Non 
parametric tests)

Interval Range, Mean, Standard deviation Product moment correlation, 
t-tests, ANOVA, regression, 
factor Analysis 

Ratio Geometric mean, Harmonic meanParametric tests



Discrete data -- Gaps between possible values

0     1      2      3      4     5       6     7

Continuous data -- Theoretically,Continuous data -- Theoretically,
no gaps between possible values

0                                                          1000



Examples: Discrete Measurement Data

� Number of participants in refresher � Number of participants in refresher 
course

� Number of crimes reported to police
� Number of members in a family



Examples: Continuous Measurement Data

� Cholesterol level
� Height
� Age� Age
� Time

Generally, continuous data come from measurements



Definitions

� Statistics: Statistics is science which 
deals with the collection, tabulation and 
drawing valid inferencesdrawing valid inferences



Branches of Statistics
The study of statistics has two major branches: 
Descriptive Statistics andInferential Statistics.

Statistics

Descriptive
statistics

Inferential
statistics

Involves the 
organization, 
summarization,  
and display of data.

Involves using a 
sample to draw 
conclusions about 
a population.



Definitions
� Population: The entire group of interest 

(Example:  Every Student of Kashmir 
University)

� Sample: A subset of the population � Sample: A subset of the population 
(Example:  A group of 100 students of 
Kashmir University)



Describing the Data 
with Numbers

Measures of Central Tendency
• MEAN -- average• MEAN -- average
• MEDIAN -- middle value
• MODE -- most frequently observed 

value(s)



mean

� center of gravity
� evenly partitions the sum of all 

measurement among all cases; averagemeasurement among all cases; average
of all measures
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median

� 50th percentile…

� less useful for inferential purposes� less useful for inferential purposes
� more resistant to effects of outliers…



mode

� the most numerous category
� can be more or less created by the 

grouping proceduregrouping procedure
� for theoretical distributions—simply the 

location of the peak on the frequency 
distribution



isolated scatters

hamlets

villages

regional centers

regional centers

m
odal class

=
 ‘ham

lets’

isolated scatters

hamlets

villages

regional centers

regional centers

1.0
1.5
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Describing the Data 
with Numbers

Measures of Dispersion
• RANGE • RANGE 
• VARIANCE

• STANDARD DEVIATION
• SKEWNESS



Measures of Dispersion

• RANGE 
• highest to lowest values

• STANDARD DEVIATION• STANDARD DEVIATION
• how closely do values cluster around the 

mean value
• SKEWNESS

• refers to symmetry of curve



Measures of Dispersion

• RANGE 
• highest to lowest values

• STANDARD DEVIATION• STANDARD DEVIATION
• how closely do values cluster around the 

mean value
• SKEWNESS

• refers to symmetry of curve



variance

� analogous to average deviation of cases 
from mean

� in fact, based on sum of squared deviations 
from the mean—“sum-of-squares”from the mean—“sum-of-squares”
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� note: units of variance are squared…

� this makes variance hard to interpret

� example.: Age:
mean = 22.6 years
variance = 9 years2

� what does this mean???



standard deviation

� square root of variance:
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standard deviation

� ex.: Age:
mean = 22.6 years
standard deviation = 3 yearsstandard deviation = 3 years

� mean +/- sd,  ( 19.6 — 25.6 )
- should give at least some intuitive sense of where 

most of the cases lie, barring major effects of 
outliers



Standard Deviation

Curve A

σB
σA

Curve B



Measures of Dispersion

• RANGE : Highest to lowest values
• STANDARD DEVIATION : How 

closely do values cluster around the closely do values cluster around the 
mean value

• SKEWNESS : Refers to symmetry of 
curve

• KURTOSIS :  Peakedness



The Normal Distribution

� Mean = median = 
mode

� Skew is zero
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� 68% of values fall 
between 
mean +/-1 SD

� 95% of values fall 
between 

� mean +/-1.96 SDs
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Skewness

Curve A Curve B
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Kurtosis

� kurtosis [“peakedness”]

-5 5

‘leptokurtic’� �’platykurtic’



Testing of Hypothesis



� The tests are designed neither to prove 
nor to disprove hypotheses. We never 
set out to prove anything; our aim is to set out to prove anything; our aim is to 
show that an idea is untenable as it 
leads to an unsatisfactorily    small 
probability. 



Five-step method 

� Step 1 Formulate the practical 
problem in terms of hypotheses. 

� We should first concentrate on what is � We should first concentrate on what is 
called the alternative hypothesis,
H1, since this is the more important 
from the practical point of view. 



Null Hypothesis

� Hypothesis   to be tested
� Hypothesis of no difference
� The null hypothesis is set up for the � The null hypothesis is set up for the 

express purpose of being discredited
� Denoted by H0



Alternative hypotheses

� The Alt hypothesis is a statement of 
what we will believe is true if our sample 
data does not provide sufficient data does not provide sufficient 
evidence to retain the null hypothesis

� Denoted by H1



� Step 2 Calculate a statistic of interest,� Step 2 Calculate a statistic of interest,
Statistic is a function purely of the data.



� Step 3 Choose a critical region. 
Regions can be of three types: 
i) Right-sidedi) Right-sided
ii) Left-sided
iii) Both-sided 



� Step 4 Decide the level of Significance

� Level of significance α is the probability 
of rejecting a true null hypothesisof rejecting a true null hypothesis

� It is actually committing  type I error
� The more frequently encountered 

values of α are 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10.
� cent,.



Types of Errors



Statistical Result for H0



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

Actually H0



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True

Actually H0



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True

Actually H0

False



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True

Actually H0

False



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 

Actually H0

False



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 

Actually H0

False
Correct



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False
Correct 

Prob. = α



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct Incorrect

Actually H0

False
Correct Incorrect



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False
Correct 

Prob. = α

Incorrect



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 
Prob.  = 1-α

Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False

Prob.  = 1-α

Correct 

Prob. = α

Incorrect



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 
Prob.  = 1-α

Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False

Prob.  = 1-α

Correct 

Prob. = α

Incorrect
Prob. = β



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 
Prob.  = 1-α

Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False

Prob.  = 1-α

Correct 

Prob. = α
(Type I error)

Incorrect
Prob. = β



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 
Prob.  = 1-α

Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False

Prob.  = 1-α

Correct 

Prob. = α
(Type I error)

Incorrect
Prob. = β

(Type II error)



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 
Prob.  = 1-α

Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False

Prob.  = 1-α

Correct 
Prob.  = 1-β

Prob. = α
(Type I error)

Incorrect
Prob. = β

(Type II error)



Statistical Result for H0

Accept Ho Reject H0

True Correct 
Prob.  = 1-α

Incorrect
Prob. = α

Actually H0

False

Prob.  = 1-α

Correct 
Prob.  = 1-β

(Power of the test)

Prob. = α
(Type I error)

Incorrect
Prob. = β

(Type II error)



� Step 5 Many textbooks stop after 
step 4, but it is instructive to 
consider just where in the critical consider just where in the critical 
region the calculated value of T lies. 

� the actual significance level of T  (P 
value) can provide useful information 
beyond the fact that T lies in the critical 
region.



Testing of Hypothesis

Used to determine the likelihood that a 
conclusion based on data from a conclusion based on data from a 
sample is true



Testing of Hypothesis

� Two types
1. Parametric
� Interval or ratio measurements� Interval or ratio measurements
� Continuous variables
� Usually assumes that data is normally 

distributed



Testing of Hypothesis

2. Non parametric
� Ordinal or nominal measurements
� Discreet variables� Discreet variables
� Makes no assumption about how data is 

distributed





Parametric Statistics: where to apply ?

• The given observations are independent
• Observations come from normal 

distribution
• The hypothesis involve population • The hypothesis involve population 

parameters
• Parametric procedures may be applied 

on measurement data only



Non-Parametric Statistics: where to apply ?

� The given observations are independent
� Observations may not be from normal 

distribution
� Based on minimum assumptions
� The hypothesis is not concerned about � The hypothesis is not concerned about 

population parameters
� Non-Parametric procedures may be applied 

on weak measurement scale i.e. on count 
data or rank data



Parametric Statistics

� Z-Statistic: Testing of Single mean, difference of 
means, single proportion, difference of 
proportions (for large samples)

� t-Statistics: Single mean, difference of means, t-Statistics: Single mean, difference of means, 
paired data, testing of Correlation coefficient (for 
small samples)

� F-Statistics: Testing equality of two population 
variances

� One-way, Two-way and Multi-way ANOVA 
: equality of several means



Non-parametric Statistics

� Sign test: Non parametric alt to  one sample  t test 
for testing median

� Wilcoxon signed rank test:: Testing median
� Run test: For randomness
� Mann-Whitney test: For testing equality of two � Mann-Whitney test: For testing equality of two 

medians
� Chi-square test: Testing “goodness of fit”, 

testing independence, homogeneity
� Kruskal Wallis: One way ANOVA
� Friedman: two-way ANOVA



Test 1 Z-test for a population mean (variance known)
To investigate the significance of the difference between an 

assumed population mean µ0 and a sample mean ¯ x.

� Limitations
� 1. It is necessary that the population variance σ2 is known. (If σ2 

is not known, 
� 2. The test is accurate if the population is normally distributed
� Method
� From a population with assumed mean µ0 and known variance 
σ2, a random sample of size n is taken and the sample mean ¯ x 
calculated. The test statistic

� Z =  ¯ x − µ0
� σ/√n
� may be compared with the standard normal distribution using 

either a one- or two-tailed test, with critical region of size α.



Test 1 Z-test for a population mean (variance known)
To investigate the significance of the difference between an 

assumed population mean µ0 and a sample mean ¯ x.

� Numerical calculation
� µ0 = 4.0, n = 9, ¯ x = 4.6, σ = 1.0
� Z = 1.8
� Critical value Z0.05 = 1.96 .
� H0: µ = µ0,H1: µ ≠ µ0. (Do not reject the null hypothesis H0.)
� H0: µ = µ0, H1: µ > µ0. (Reject H0.)



Test 2: Z-test for two population means 
(variances known and equal)

To investigate the significance of the difference between the means 
of two populations.

� Limitations
� 1. Both populations must have equal variances and this variance σ2 must be 

known.

� 2. The test is accurate if the populations are normally 
distributed. xxZ −=distributed. 

� Method
� Consider two populations with means µ1 and µ2. Independent 

random samples of size n1 and n2 are taken which give sample 
means ¯ x1 and ¯ x2. The test statistic

� may be compared with the standard normal distribution using 
either a one- or two-tailed

� test.

xxZ
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